HOKKAIDO RAIL PASS Privilege from April 1-September 30, 2019

**JR TOWER**
- **Privilege**: JR TOWER Welcome Coupon
- **How to receive**: Present your Hokkaido Rail Pass at information desks located in APIA, ESTA, paseo, and STELLAR PLACE, and receive a set of 10 "Welcome Coupons". One **100 yen OFF** coupon can be used for every 2,000 yen (including tax) purchase.

**Hokkaido KIOSK (Souvenir shop, etc.)**
- **Privilege**: 5% off
  - *Excludes tobacco, postal stamps, newspapers, magazines, a portion of souvenirs, etc.*
  - **Available Shops**: Hokkaido Shikisaikan (Hokkaido locations), Hokkaido Sobakiko, Kaiten-Sushi Hokkaido Shikisai-tei
- **How to receive**: Present your Hokkaido Rail Pass at the cash desk.

**Hotel Nikko Northland Obihiro**
- **Privilege**: 10% off for restaurants (food and drinks)
  - *Cash and cards available but not with mileage and other discounts.*
  - *Not Valid for some services.*
- **How to receive**: Present your Hokkaido Rail Pass at the cash desk.

**JR Rent-A-Car Hokkaido**
- **Privilege**: Up to 30% off (Not include insurance)
- **For example**: Type A (24 hours, Jul-Aug) 12,420yen *Ordinary price
  - **8,690yen**
- **How to receive**: Use our online reservation service. (Reservations must be made at least 3 days in advance.)